Carnival Maritime’s Hamburg operations
centre up and running
Three brands benefit from 24/7 security procedures
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Set up almost a year ago, Hamburg-based Carnival
Maritime centre now has 26 vessels under its control
and is expecting another seven newbuildings across the
three brands handled from the centre.
Carnival Maritime is the marine service unit for the Costa
Group and looks after competences and best practices in
marine operations to achieve the highest security
standards in the cruise industry for the fleet, which
currently includes the brands - Costa Crociere, Costa Asia
and AIDA Cruises.
Carnival Maritime combines the companies expertise in the
areas of marine, technology, health, environmental
protection and security for the Costa Group in Hamburg.
The unit currently employs 150 specialists.
It was opened in October last year to offer digital support,
control and planning of all technical and nautical aspects of
the three brands in real time.

is marked on the screen and even the slightest deviation
will prompt the duty officer to ring the Master via an alarm
for an explanation, which could simply be heavy traffic in
the area. Two ECDIS are also fitted in the FOC.
A radar repeater is available at the FOC through jpeg and
XML files will give a vessel’s position, speed, consumption
and information from the main machinery and generators,
through an ABB Emma energy control system, although the
duty officer pointed out to ICSI that it was not the FOC’s job
to monitor the efficiency of the vessel, but rather the
safety. All the data can be updated in 10-15 seconds.

Crisis control

With fully integrated, large fleet teams, many of whom are
former Masters and Chief Officers, Carnival Maritime has
set out to improve the communications between ship and
shore significantly, ICSI was told.

The FOC will be the first point of contact in a crisis and the
centre operates a procedures escalation matrix - 1 and 2
are minor incidents and 3 and 4 are major problems. A
crisis centre is located just a few metres from the FOC.

As a whole, the marine service unit is responsible for
shipbuilding, maintenance and refurbishment. In addition,
it takes care of training, route planning, technical
procurement, medical services, support of the nautical and
technical staff on board and auditing of the ships with
regard to safety, hazard prevention and staff.

A NAPA stability program has been installed to show the
current loading conditions of each vessel. Data is taken at
noon and while arriving and sailing in each port. Both the
vessel’s head and trim can be seen in the FOC and the
filling of each engine room compartment can be simulated.
The whole vessel’s bending moments can also be seen.

Its centrepiece is the fleet operations centre (FOC), which is
manned 24/7 on a shift basis. All the ships’ data is
collated and displayed on numerous monitors. In the event
of safety concerns, the duty nautical officers support the
ships at risk and with crisis management and in optimising
the route planning. It is the first point of contact for the
cruise ships’ Masters and also acts as an interface
between the three brands and the ships.

As and when required, other Carnival departments can be
contacted, such as security, itinerary planning or medical.
Port details for risk assessments together with pictures of
the berths to be used can be shown and Carnival
Corporation's training centre recently opened at Almere in
the Netherlands can simulate most ports worldwide.

The data is supplied from the ships in real-time and
updated continuously through a Neptune software system
and can be displayed on a large screen at the centre of the
FOC. A corridor for each vessel’s passage from port to port

The ‘bubble carpet’
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The idea goes back to early 2015 when the Costa Group
decided to build the first marine operations unit in the
European cruise industry. On 29th January, 2015, the
Carnival Maritime project in Hamburg was announced and
the unit became fully operational in October of that year.

At the end of February this year, the FOC started to
co-operate with the Hamburg Vessel Co-ordination Centre
(HVCC) to optimally plan the movements of the AIDA and
Costa cruise ships in the Port of Hamburg and in the
confines of the narrow river Elbe.

The FOC covers events worldwide and during ICSI’s visit,
the duty officers were dealing with a Typhoon in the South
China Sea, which resulted in one of the four vessels
operating in Asia being diverted to a safe port in South
Korea.

For this purpose, the FOC is now sharing the ships’
expected arrival and departure times with the Nautische
Terminal Koordination (Nautical Terminal Co-ordination,
NTK), a department of the HVCC.

Any port deviation, which will affect passengers outward or
return journey to and from the ship, is handled by the
various brands at their offices in Rostock (AIDA), Genoa
(Costa) and Shanghai (Costa Asia), once the FOC has
advised them of potential problems.

This department constantly matches this information with
the current traffic situation and keeps the FOC informed.
Should it for example become probable that there might be
waiting time involved if the ship maintains its speed, due to
another large vessel movement, the NTK can recommend
either to increase or decrease speed. An obstruction can
also be avoided by slightly reducing the speed.
Carnival Maritime will share this information with the
respective ship’s command so that they can optimise the
speed. "This saves on fuel, because it reduces waiting
times," explained Michael Salzmann, Senior
Superintendent FOC. "Being even more punctual is a great
advantage to us, because the cruise ship will generally have
to make up for lost time afterwards. To do so, it will
increase its speed and thus its fuel consumption and
emissions."

Italian class society RINA Services recently awarded the
Carnival Maritime office in Hamburg as well as 26 ships in
Carnival Maritime’s fleet with the environmental
management ISO 14001 and occupational health and
safety management BS OHSAS 18001 certificates.
The certified fleet includes both Costa and AIDA ships.
Initially, only ships belonging to Costa Crociere were
included in RINA Services scope of work. This was then
expanded to include AIDA Cruises ships, in order to
incorporate best practice across both fleets.
RINA Group, the parent company of RINA Services, opened
a new office in Hamburg earlier this year to support its
German clients with new specialist expertise, including
asset integrity management and technology qualification.

In charge is Lars Ljoen, Executive Vice President & Managing Director,
Carnival Maritime, who took up his post in April of this year.
In charge is Lars Ljoen, Executive Vice President &
Managing Director, Carnival Maritime, who took up his post
in April of this year.
The native Norwegian began his career serving on board
supply vessels and shuttle tankers in the North Sea
offshore industry. He then worked for eight years with Royal
Caribbean, first on the cruise vessels and later ashore at
the Miami headquarters, as head of nautical and port
operations, including fleet-wide navigation issues, maritime
training and deck operation.

In 2005, Ljoen joined NYK Ports (Ceres Marine Terminals)
in Miami/New York where he headed up the development
of business strategies for cruise services, ro-ro business
and general cargo for the North American port activities of
the Group.
In 2015, he joined Carnival Maritime, leading the Cruise
Preparation & Projects department as Senior Vice
President.
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Carnival Maritime at a glance*
Facts & figures
Carnival Maritime is the marine service unit for the Costa Group (Costa Crociere, Costa Asia, AIDA Cruises)
Location: Hamburg
Employees: 150
Foundation: April, 2015 - fully operational since beginning of October, 2015
Organisation
Carnival Maritime consists of seven separate departments - eg Medical, Security, HSE & Audit Management, Marine HR
and Investigation.
The centerpiece and control centre is the fleet operations centre (FOC), which is manned 24/7 and 365 days per year.
Duties
Digital planning and monitoring of all nautical and technical processes of the 26 cruise ships of the Costa Group (11
vessels of Costa Crociere, four vessels of Costa Asia and 11 AIDA vessels)
Leading process standards in safety management, environmental protection, health and work place safety
Duties of the FOC - Safety and crisis management, monitoring of vessel movements and corridor planning
Goals
Implementation of digital ship management
Improvement of the safety standards throughout the industry (benchmark: aviation industry)
Leverage saving and efficiency potentials with respect to fuel and energy consumption, water and waste management
*As at July, 2016.

Focusing on innovation in the global cruise industry

International Cruise Ship Industry (ICSI) is an industry service via website,
e-newsletter and regular special reports. Emphasis is placed on the latest
innovative products and services being brought to market along with new
product developments
With an up to date e-mailing list of 3,700 cruise industry specialists, including
owners, operators, and managers in the international cruise ship market ICSI is
regular reading for industry professionals involved with innovating.
ICSI covers the entire supply chain from around the globe. ICSI collates the
news into one easy to read digital format.
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